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ANa efNar TEMmiEp
malmieri MKNI Magenes dKOI iai CKdKPI menna AK4I Bozzoni cKRI oota MKSI Macchi dKTI
Auricchio cKUI Mangriotis MKaKVIMenon AKNMI Meher mrasad AKNNI Murty CKsKoKNO
ABpToACT
fn the last decadesI the devastating effects of seismic events in fndia have been raising the awareness
about the high exposure of the populationI especially in crowded urban areasK qhe daily gathering of
believers in temples has been indeed identified as one of the most risky conditionsI especially because
of the high vulnerability of these historical temple structuresK qhis paper presents the first outcomes of
a àoint proàect between br`bkqob EmaviaI ftalyF and ffq jadras E`hennaiI fndiaFI aiming to reduce
the seismic risk of selected architectural heritage structures both in ftaly and fndiaI by means of postJ
tensioningK qwo sites were selected and recognized as cultural heritage both for their architectural
features and their historical valueI as representative of the respective structural typologiesK qhe results
of this study can be hence directly applicable to many other similar structuresK qhe paper describes the
characteristics of the two templesI in terms of geometry and materialI identified based on literature
data and results of inJsitu investigations on both structural and soil propertiesK qhe results of
a probabilistic seismic hazard analysisI which was combined with fully stochastic site response
analyses at the fndian siteI in order to define the expected seismic inputI are also presentedK qhe results
of this preliminary study are necessary for the design of representative prototype specimens that will
be tested on shaking table within this àoint proàectK qhe numerical model of the temples will be
validated against experimental results and will allow future studies on similar structures and improved
retrofitting techniquesK
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jonumental structuresI as well as historical city areasI are essential and fundamental assets of the
cultural heritageK fn particularI in countries like ftaly and fndiaI the existence and maintenance of such
precious heritage not only are endangered by the usual aging but they are also àeopardized by the
seismic hazard of these areasK motentially destructive events may cause losses in human livesI in
regional economies and also in the culture and historical heritage to be handed down to the future
generationsK oecent eventsI such as Bhuà EOMMNF and hashmir EOMMRF in the fndia regionI or rmbriaJ
jarche ENVVTF and i’Aquila EOMMVF in the ftalian peninsula raised again the delicate issue of the
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seismic vulnerability of their huge architectural heritageK qhereforeI in these particular areasI
especially for the structures which are the obàective of this studyI the seismic risk is not mainly
dominated by the hazardI although still significantI but by the convolution of a relevant vulnerability
and a high exposureI enhanced by the combination of crowding of sites andI againI value of the
architectural heritageK
qhe mitigation of this seismic risk is the scope of a multidisciplinary proàect that integrates aspects of
seismic hazardI vulnerability and exposureI aimed at predicting the damage in selected monumental
structuresK peismic consolidation and strengthening interventions using new materials and techniques
would then be definedK qhe scientific research titled “oeduction of peismic oisk of Architectural
eeritage in ftaly and fndia” was submitted to oegione iombardia and approved in gune OMNMK qhis
research proàect is being conducted as a collaboration between the fndian fnstitute of qechnology
jadras Effq jadrasF in `hennaiI and the buropean `entre for qraining and oesearch in barthquake
bngineering Ebr`bkqob coundationF of mavia EftalyF and it is the ideal continuation of a previous
àoint proàect between researchers from the two institutions xNI OzK
qhe study is focused on the evaluation of the seismic vulnerability and the identification of appropriate
techniques for reducing the seismic risk of a typology of monumental structureI representative of
diffused architectonic and construction typologyI which is of significant heritage value for the two
countriesK qwo case study sites have been selectedI one in each countryI such that their seismic
response is comparable andI to some extentI also the two selected structures may share a similar
response behavior under lateral loadsK
fn order to improve the level of confidence in the outcomes of the research proàectI the numerical
models developed for the selected structures will be verified against an experimental campaign of
shake table dynamic testsI which will be performed at br`bkqobK qhe specimens to be tested will
be representative of both the real structures and the proposed strengthening solution studied for the
specific archaeological sitesK
qhe general results of this studyI as well as the refined assessment and strengthening methodologyI
can be exported and applied to other similar sites or structures all over the two countriesK A similar
approach could be eventually used also in similar architectural heritage structures elsewhereK
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qhe research proàect presented here is meant to develop a complete methodology for evaluating the
vulnerability of selected monumental structures and defining a risk mitigation retrofitting strategyI
applicable especially in specific country as fndia and ftalyK qhe methodologyI as well as the research
programI will be characterized by subsequent phases spanning from the assessment of hazard and
vulnerability to the design of the strengthening solutionsK
qhe first phase consisted in the definition of the seismic input on rock for different levels of ground
motion intensity at the selected sitesK As presented in the following sectionsI the definition of local
seismicityI through site specific studies and geophysical investigationsI has been used for the
definition of different loading scenarios for the structuresK After evaluating the structural capacity of
the monuments under analysisI it will be possible to understand the expected level of damage for the
different ground motions associated to the different levels of seismic intensityK qhese vulnerability
models will be the basis of the final part of the studyI consisting in the proposal of siteJspecific
strengthening and retrofitting interventionsI eventually with innovative technologies that will integrate
the traditional systems for seismic damage preventionK
A series of nonJdestructive tests have been performed on the two selected structures to investigate the
state and constitution of materials and building techniquesI as well as the preservation of the structures
and their dynamic propertiesK qhis information is relevant not only for assessing the structural
vulnerability but also for finding retrofitting solutions able to enhance the seismic resistance of the
monuments by improving their responseI without altering the nature of the structural systems or
àeopardizing the heritage preserved in the monumentK All the knowledge collected about the sitesI the
structures and the possible strengthening techniques will be of fundamental importance to design and
carry out a series of dynamic shake table testsK qhese tests would help defining the peak ground
accelerations that could initiate damage or collapse mechanismsK qhe results of the shake table tests
would allow one to compareI verify and improve the numerical models of the selected subJsystemsK
qhey would also assess the effectiveness of the seismic strengthening interventionsK
qhe proàect has been therefore articulated in the following phasesW
NSTR

fK= fdentification of the two archaeological sites in ftaly and fndiaK
ffK= aefinition of the seismic input within a probabilistic framework for the two sitesK
fffK= bxecution of geophysical and geotechnical investigation campaigns at the two sitesK
fsK= bxecution of ground response analyses to quantify possible amplification effects at the two sitesK
sK= fdentification of architectonic subJsystems vulnerable to seismic loads followed by analytical
and numerical studies for evaluating the seismic vulnerability of these subJsystemsK
sfK= fdentificationI design and implementation of seismic strengthening techniques for the vulnerable
subJsystemsK
sffK= bxperimental testing campaign using dynamic shake table testsK
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According to the conclusions of a previous study at the hanchipuran temple xOI PzI which was part of
a previous research biJlateral proàect Emrogetto jAb xNzFI among the many architectural heritage
structuresI the typology of the eindu qemple was considered as one of the most exposed to the seismic
risk in the southern fndian areaK qhese temples are usually characterized by three main structural and
architectural systemsW the entrances to the templeI often built as multiJstorey pyramidal towers
EgopuramFI the shrines were the gods representations are kept and worshippedI and pillared structures
EmandapamF were all other rituals are performedK qhe latest resulted to be the most vulnerable
structures of the whole temple xPzI mainly due to their complete lack of lateral resisting systems and
the slender configuration that easily determines a complete loss of equilibrium of the colonnadeK
qhe vulnerabilityI the materials used and the fragility of the colonnades as resisting systems are typical
characteristics also of the dreekJooman temples erected in ftalyK qhis direct comparison was a key
parameter for the selection of the two sites for the current proàectI which are described in the following
sectionsK At the endI one particular mandapam of the main eindu temple in `hennai was selected for
the fndian caseI whilstI for the ftalian case studyI the remains of the jarte rltore temple were
identified as a prototype of the architectural heritage to be preserved against main seismic eventsK
PKNK The marthasarathy temple – fNafA
qhe marthasarathy qemple is an Uth century eindu saishnavite temple dedicated to iord hrishna in
four of its incarnationsK jentioned by the Azhwars in their sacred hymns in qamil Ethe language of the
actual qamil kaduFI the marthasarathy temple located in qiruvallikeni or qriplicane E`hennaiI fndiaFI
as the Britishers called itI happens to be the oldest temple in the cityK ft is one among the NMU divya
desams or holy abodes of iord sishnuK qhe story of the temple is directly linked with the existence of
the qiruvallikeni villageI seen in records dating back to the mallava period EUth centuryI during the
reign of king karasimhavarmanF and earlierK qhe village’s name itself is derived from the iily pond in
front of the templeI where it is said that doddess sedavalliI consort of iord oanganathaI one of the
five main deitiesI was born in a iily flowerK qhis tank is said to consist of five sacred wellsI and its
waters are holier than dangesK qhus the temple forms the core of the area’s historyI attracting pilgrims
from all over the state and the countryK
Apart from the religious prestige related to the holy siteI the temple holds some of the finest architectural
features of the mallava styleK qhe gopuram EtowersF and mandapam EpillarsF are decorated with elaborate
carvingsI a standard feature of pouth fndian temple architecture and therefore listed in the monuments
protected by the Archaeological purvey of fndia EApfFK qhe jahamandapam and the qhiruvoimozhi
mrabanda jandapam show clear architecture of mre mallava periodX the perceptible differences seen in
the structures in the main shrine and the mandapam in front indicate that the mandapam is a later
annexure to the original shrine and the awaàatohana jandapam of pri marthasarathy swamy is even
olderK jany are also the figures and sculptures typical of the siàayanagara ArtK
qhe exposure of this cultural site is even increased by the many events capable of gathering together
thousands of pilgrims within the temple perimeterK NO main festivals are celebrated here during the
yearI most of them lasting for daysK curthermoreI at least NN rituals EpooàaF are daily performed in the
templeI creating an almost constant massive presence of peopleK
PKNKNK pelected 4-pillars mandapam
qhe selected mandapam has been erected over a granite podium with 4 pillars in a square geometry of
PKR m per sideK bach column is a monolithic block of local granite Eas confirmed by inJsitu sonic
tomography testsF with a significant slendernessI having a square cross section of only MKP m for PKN m
NSTS

heightK lne of the main characteristics is the heavy roofing system sitting on these four pillars Ealmost
TMB of the whole mass is concentrated at the topFK qhe whole structure has only dry flat connections
between each elementI relying only on the selfJweight to accommodate any possible lateral loadK
Although the inJsitu sonic tests performed have shown very well preserved materialsI the peculiar
building system EcigK NF makes the structure quite sensitive to any lateral displacementK

cigK N pchematic representation of the 4Jpillars mandapamI with clear distinction between the resisting and the
roofing systems EleftF and front view of the real structure at qriplicaneI `hennaiI fndia ErightF

PKOK The Marte rltore temple – fTAiY
qhe archaeological site known as coro di Augusto is part of a wider dense historical area called cori
fmperiali in the heart of the modern city of oomeK qhe forum was the commercialI religious and
political center of the roman city and the one built under the emperor Augustus was the second erected
in oome after that ordered by `aesarI located next to itK qhe forum was NNUm wide and NOR m long
and it was dominated by the jarte rltore temple EcigK OFI unveiled in the O BK`K Along the three
millennium of history since its constructionI many alterations have occurredI leaving a permanent
mark on the present ruins of this maàestic architectural heritageK qhe forum itself was rearranged
several times until the sf centK aK`KI when the main temple was demolished except for the colonnadeK

cigK O A sketch EleftF and a recent picture ErightF of the colonnade of the jarte rltore temple in oome

fn the fu centK the pan Basilio church was there erected and the columns integrated in the external
wallsK fn the us centKI an adàacent convent was built and the whole complex was renovatedK pome of
the finest architects of the history as Baldassarre meruzzi and Andrea malladio explicitly referred to
these columns in their worksK iess than one century laterI the area was almost fully covered to leave
space for a residential urbanization demanded by the current pope mio sK qhe modern archaeological
NSTT

studies were started in the NUOR by crancesco paponieri and then oodolfo iancianiI leading in NVO4 to
the demolition of the convent and annexed churchI followed by the final restoration that modified the
columns to their current aspectK qhe relevance of the monument is not only written in its history but
also in the more specific architectural traitsI which have been the inspiration for many following
temples erected in the ooman bmpireI becoming soon a prototypeK cor these reasonsI it was selected
as a reference model for this proàectK
PK2KNK qhe colonnade
qhe temple was standing on a PKR m height podiumI 4M m by PM m in planI built with roman concrete
and tuff blocks under the external wallsI while the colonnade was supported by tuff and travertine
marbleK qhis podiumI covered by marble pavements and decorationsI was supporting the main shrine
and U `orinthian columns on three sidesI while the fourth side was characterized by the huge walls
still visible at the end of the forumK qhe columns were constituted by `arrara marbleI used also for the
many sculptures that enriched the temple and that nowadays are either lost or preserved in museums
Enone of them was left on the siteFK
qhe remaining three standing columns are linked together by an architrave that enhances the inJplane
lateral resistance of the systemI despite being poorly connected to the capitalsK qhe outJofJplane
capacity of the colonnade is instead left to the single column resistanceI which has been weakened by
aging and plundering of the lead keys between the blocksK Apart from a recent àacketing of the
fractured elementsI no other strengthening or retrofitting has been developed on these columnsI that
are considered among the few columns in oome to which no anastilosis was appliedK
PKPK Comparison of the two selected sites
Although apparently very differentI the two selected sites share many common featuresK Apart from the
cultural heritage that makes both monuments more precious than many othersI also the expected
seismicity is somehow similarK Both areas are considered of moderate seismicityI with a long return
period for the considered destructive event Ewhich has not occurred yet since their constructionFK Both
structural subJassembliesI iKeK the mandapam for the eindu temple and the colonnade for the ooman oneI
are very well designed for gravity loads but poorlyI if not at allI resisting to lateral loadsK qhe two
structures rely on dryJflat connections within the elementsI and nothing but friction prevents the sliding
at the àoint levelK qhus both systems dissipate energy by rocking of the elementsK Although the good
quality of the materials used for these specific monumentsI granite and marble respectivelyI the capacity
of the structures is probably insufficient for the expected seismic demand and a more redundant resisting
system is recommendedK qhe very likely occurrence of a rocking mechanism and the high compressive
strength of the material suggest a common retrofitting techniqueI consisting in a postJtensioning
unbounded EreversibleF solutionI capable of enhancing the overall capacity and redundancy of the system
Eby creating a reliable resisting system under lateral loadingF andI at the same timeI preserving the
original response of the monuments and maintaining unaltered the historicity of the structuresK
qhe two monuments still present many peculiarities that make unique their responseK qhe pillars of the
mandapam are monolithic elementsI while the roman colonnade is constituted by multiJblock
elementsI with a significantly different slenderness and spacingK qhe colonnade shows a significant
variation in the three dimensionsI with a week outJofJplane response and a negligible applied axial
loadI except for the selfJweightK ln the contraryI the mandapam is almost perfectly symmetric in the
two orthogonal directions and it has a heavy roofing system that increases the stability of the structure
in case of an overturning mechanismK
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qhe geotechnical characterization of the sites under investigation was performed taking into account
the results of inJsitu geophysical tests and geological and geotechnical information from the literatureK
A geophysical characterization campaign was performed for the marthasarathy temple by
br`bkqobI ffq jadras and poldeo pKrKlK in ganuary OMNNI to determine dynamic soil properties via
observation of the stress field of transient Eactive source testingF or steadyJstate Eambient noise testingF
seismic wavesK K A field geophysical campaign was also performed by br`bkqob in the city of
oome at the jarte rltore temple site in cebruary OMNOK qhe scope of this inJsitu work was to
determine the shearJwave velocity profile and the fundamental soil period at the location of the
temples using rapid and nonJinvasive methodsK qhe geophysical investigation included jultichannel
NSTU

Analysis of purface taves EjAptFI oefraction jicrotremor EobjfF and kakamura’s techniqueK
cigK P and cigK 4 show some pictures of the geophysical characterization for the marthasarathy temple
and for the jarte rltore templeK
=

aF
bF
cigK P marthasarathy temple EfndiaFW aF georeferenced feature map of the temple Egreen dotted linesFI building
analyzed with structural tests Egreen bold linesFI seismic lines Eblack arrowsI letters A to `F and kakamura test
locations Ered dotsI letters NJPFX bF jApt spectra showing phase velocity versus frequency for line A

At the marthasarathy templeI site geophysical data was limited to seismic profiling using the jApt
and objf techniquesI as well as kakamura measurements in the vicinity of the qemple siteK aue to
the constraints of the qemple siteI including pavement conditions and space restrictionsI the profiles
were limited in length and hence the depth of penetration of the seismic waves observed could not
carry any information beyond NRmK eoweverI making an assumption of continuity of the shear wave
velocity profile to the bedrock and using the results obtained from the kakamura methodI an
approximation to the bedrock depth was possibleK

aF
bF
cigK 4 jarte rltore temple EftalyFW preliminary results of blectrical oesistivity qomographyI Pa and Oa view
respectively Ecourtesy of dK jorelliI deostudi AstierF

mroper interpretation of the acquired information led to the definition of a geotechnical model at the
reference site to be used for ground response analysesK pince the site is characterized by a uniform soil
depositI without evidence of lateral heterogeneityI a monoJdimensional ENaF soil model has been
assumed for the site under investigationK qo define a Na geotechnical modelI it is necessary to define the
number of layers and thenI for each layerI the following parameters need to be specifiedW thicknessI shear
wave velocity mean densityI shear modulus degradation curve and damping ratio degradation curveK
cinallyI a value of shear wave velocity for the halfJspace is requiredK As the evaluation of the above
parameters involves some level of uncertaintyI an interval of variation has been associated to each input
parameter in the lithoJstratigraphic model used to perform ground response analyses at the siteK
dround response analyses for the site in oome are being carried out at the time of the preparation of
this paperK
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qhe results of the mrobabilistic peismic eazard Analysis EmpeAF proposed by iai et alK x4z for
pouthern fndia were used as input to perform the site response analyses at the marthasarathy temple
site in the city of `hennaiK qhe mpeA output is only valid for sites characterized as hard rock and
without topographic irregularitiesK
NSTV

qo properly account for the uncertainty in the definition of the soil profile and the variability of the
input motionI which strongly affect the reliability of the results of site response analysesI a fully
stochastic procedure is necessaryK cor the marthasarathy temple siteI Na linearJequivalentI fully
stochastic site response analyses were carried out for the 4TRJyear and O4TRJyear return periodsI using
a procedure developed at br`bkqob xRI SzI based on jonte `arlo simulations associated with the
iatin eypercube sampling techniqueK oandomly generated geotechnical parameters varying according
to properly defined probability distributions were assumed to generate NMMM soil profiles EcigK RF and
hence calculate the seismic response by means of NMMM numerical simulationsK qhe variability of the
seismic input was also taken into account by considering an appropriate set of seismoJ and spectrumJ
compatible natural recordsI selected using the code Ap`lkA xTzK qhe acceleration records were
propagated through the soil profiles generated in the simulationsK
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cigK R ptochastic ground response analyses at the fndian siteW aF random profiles obtained using the iatin
hypercube sampling technique Ethe red line represents the mean profileF and bF mean spectrum Eblack lineF
plusLminus one standard deviation Ered areaF at the surface and the rep obtained from the mpeA Eblue lineF

qhe mean acceleration response spectra and the mean plus or minus one standard deviation obtained at
the surface after ground response analysis are plotted in cigK R for the O4TRJyear return periodK fn the
figureI they are compared with the rniform eazard ppectrum ErepF obtained from the mpeAK
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qhe expected outcomes of this research proàect are mainly related to the development of a multiJ
disciplinary methodology for the seismic risk assessment of historical structuresI capable of
integrating in a unique framework information related to different research environmentsK qwo case
study sites were identified Eone in ftaly and one in fndiaF as representative of two selected monumental
typologiesI for which several results are already availableW
–= aefinition of the reference seismic inputI in terms of expected peak ground accelerations and
uniform hazard spectra for horizontal and vertical componentsK for different selected return
periodsK
–= bvaluation of siteJspecific amplification effectsI by means of fully stochastic ground response
analysesK qhe results are available in terms of expected mdA and response spectra for both
horizontal and vertical components and accelerograms at the surface for different return periodsI
which could be used as input for dynamic analyses and shake table testsK
–= fnJsitu characterization of historical building techniques and structural properties of the selected
monumentsK
qhese results are going to be integrated with a more comprehensive analysis on the followingW
–= bvaluation of the seismic vulnerability of the selected monuments by means of numerical studies
with identification of expected collapse and damage mechanismsK
–= jodeling of the seismic response of the analyzed structuresI to extrapolate the results for more
general studies on different geometriesI materials and locationsK
–= fdentification of suitable strengthening techniques or retrofitting procedures with traditional or
innovative technological solutionsK
NSUM

qhe results of the dynamic shake table tests performed at br`bkqob are expected to provide
a significant level of confidence in the developed models and reliability in the resultsK
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xNz= jagenesI dKI mrasadI AKjKI aodagoudarI dKoKI iaiI `KdKI jacchiI dKI jathewsI jKpKI jenonI
aKI jenonI AKI maveseI AK and mennaI AK EOMMSF fndoJftalian àoint research programme on
seismic vulnerability of historical centres in south fndiaK fn mrocK s fntK `onfK on ptructural
Analysis of eistorical `onstructionsI ppK NSSTJNST4K
xOz= iaiI `KdKI jenonI AKI `origlianoI jKI lrnthamarrathI qKI panchezI eKiK aodagoudarI dKoK
EOMMVF mrobabilistic seismic hazard assessment and stochastic site response analysis at the
archaeological site of hancheepuram in pouthern fndiaK oesearch oeport brCbkqob 2MMVLMNI
frpp mressI maviaI fpBkW VTUJUUJSNVUJMPTJOI ppK ORMK
xPz= getson oonald AKI mrasadI AKjKI jenonI aKI jenonI AKI jagenesI dK EOMMUF peismic
vulnerability of south fndian templesI Sth ptructural bngineering `onventionI pbo`I `hennaiI ffq
jadras and Anna rniversityI NUJOM aecemberI OMMUI `hennaiI fndiaK
x4z= iaiI `KdKI `origlianoI jKI panchezI eKiK EOMMVFK pome examples of NaI fully stochastic site
response analyses of soil depositsK fn mrocK ACbp workshop: advances in performance-based
earthquake engineeringK `orfuI dreeceK
xRz= ootaI jKI iaiI `KdKI ptrobbiaI `KiK EOMNNF ptochastic Na site response analysis at a site in central
ftalyK poil aynamic barthquake bngineeringI PNI ppK SOSJSPVK
xSz= jenonI AKI lrnthammarathI qKI `origlianoI jKI iaiI `K dK EOMNMF mrobabilistic peismic eazard
jacrozonation of qamil kadu in pouthern fndiaK BullK peisK pocK AmKI NMMEPFW NPOMJNP4NK
xTz= `origlianoI jKI iaiI `KdKI ootaI jKI ptrobbiaI `K EOMNOF “Ap`lkAW Automated pelection of
`ompatible katural Accelerograms”I Accepted for publication on barthquake ppectraK
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